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Four keen blokes from the “Cooking for BLOKES Class” sat a Masterchef Challenge to prepare
a meal each to be judged by 4 discerning staff members Ali, Sariah, Honoria and Kelle. Points
were scored for presentation and taste…
(left) Lex’s panko
crumbed fish with
spicy wedges and
side salsa on a
bed of spinach
3RD PRIZE!!!

(below) Taylor’s
smoked fish pie with
hard boiled eggs,
scalloped potato
and cheese and
paprika topping.
A stand out
and well worth
1ST PRIZE!!!

(above) Brendan’s fish slider with
coleslaw and side of fruit salad.
4TH PRIZE!!!

@ DRC
“Spicy potato wedges,
crispy and fresh,
coated perfectly—with
a nice kick to them…”

(above) Brent’s pan fried fish on a
bed of seasonal vegetables garnished with steamed carrot.
2ND PRIZE!!!
(left) Judge Ali captured here
pointing out the evenly distributed
spice on the wedge. Very tasty.

Who let these three loose!!???
Rachel, Trudy and Karen were out
on the town in Napier one afternoon.
They were gifted some concert tickets to the NZ Symphony Orchestra’s
rendition of “Peter and the Wolf”
and they said it was wonderful.

Rachel and Trudy are also learning all about Haiku Poetry.
(“Haiku" is a traditional form of Japanese poetry. Haiku poems consist of 3 lines. The first and last lines of a Haiku have
5 syllables and the middle line has 7 syllables. The lines rarely
rhyme. )
See examples below and next time we’ll share Rachel and
Trudy’s Haiku poems… watch this space….

Lex has been
doing some
work experience at the
Funky Farm at
236 State Highway 2, Mangateretere.

Lex absolutely loves helping out at
the Funky Farm—not only feeding the
animals but helping out in general.

Chris and his coordinator
Kelle spent many hours
restoring a bike for his
sister Maia.
Chris was so excited
when it all their hard work
was completed and Maia
was delighted with what
is essentially a brand new
bike!
Graeme has a new belt in
Karate. Very impressive
Graeme.
Deena’s been busy winning trophies! She is
proudly showing off her 10
-pin bowling trophies she
has scored of late. Well
done Deena!

